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Mr. Bulletfeeder By Double-Alpha
There are a lot of products that claim to improve your reloading experience. We usually steer clear
of these gadgets as they don't seem to bring enough value to compensate for their cost. Worse,
some of them can actually damage a customers machine. We certainly want no part of that. Then
there are those products that truly bring value to the table, or the bench in our case. The Mr.
Bulletfeeder by Double-Alpha is one such product.

A lot of our customers are competitive shooters of one sort or another. From novices, who might
shoot a few weekend matches each month, to world champions who practice constantly and shoot
every major match they can attend, we have customers who demand a pretty high output from our
reloading machines. It might not seem like much but it does take time to put that bullet on the case
each time you pull the handle. A second here and another second there, it all adds up. Especially
for competitors who are looking to shave a tenth of a second on a stage so that they can win a
match. The Mr. Bulletfeeder by Double-Alpha eliminates that time spent fumbling for the next bullet
that you are trying to place on the cartridge mouth and allows you to focus on smoothly pulling the
handle and refilling the components as you go along.
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Shoot more than one caliber? A lot of our customers do so along with your Dillon Precision Caliber
Conversion Kit you'll want to pick up a Mr. Bulletfeeder Caliber Conversion. We have them in
9mm/38 Super/38 Special/357 Magnum, 40 S&W, 45ACP, 223 REM/5.56mm, 308
WIN/7.62x51mm, and 6.5/.264
To better assist our customers we've added the Mr. Bulletfeeder user's manual to our site along
with a set of tutorial videos produced by Mr. Bulletfeeder. The user's manuals are available in
English, French, German and Italian. The tutorial videos cover everything from unboxing to
advanced troubleshooting for the Mr. Bulletfeeder.
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